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A well known theorem of Hartman and Grobman says that a C 2 diffeomorphism
f : Rn  Rn with a hyperbolic fixed point at 0 can be topologically conjugated to
the linear diffeomorphism L=df (0) (in a neighborhood of 0). On the other hand,
if a non-planar map has resonance, then linearization may not be C 1. A counter-
example is due to P. Hartman (see [H2]). In this paper we will show that for any
: # (0, 1) there exists an :-Ho lder linearization in a neighborhood of 0 for the coun-
terexample of Hartman. No resonance condition will be required. A linearization of
a more general map will be discussed.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let f be a C3 diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic fixed point at 0 and
linear part L. We will say that f can be linearized if there exist a
neighborhood U of 0 and a homeomorphism h : U  h(U ) with h(0)=0
such that h b f =L b h on U.
A well known theorem of Hartman and Grobman says that such a dif-
feomorphism can be topologically linearized (locally). See [H1]. A simpler
proof can be found in [P].
However, if linearization is only C0, it is inconvenient for various appli-
cations. Of course, if we make additional assumptions on resonance, we
will obtain smooth linearization. (See [S].) But this technical assumption
is unnatural for applications.
Hartman showed ([H3]) that in the planar case, a C2 diffeomorphism
with a hyperbolic fixed point can be C1 linearized.
Belitskii and van Strien [B, ABZ, v-S] have considered this problem in
higher dimensions and proved that for some : less then 1 there exists a
local linearization in the :-Ho lder class. In their works this : depends on
the resonance.
Hartman’s counter-example ([H2]) shows that a non-planar map may
not be C1 linearizable, and bounds the search for linearization.
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In this paper, first, we will show that for any : # (0, 1) there exists an
:-Ho lder linearization of the Hartman map in a neighborhood of 0. No
resonance condition will be required. Then, we will deduce the same
conclusion for a more general map; i.e., we are going to prove the following:
Let f be a C3 diffeomorphism of R3 into itself with a hyperbolic fixed
point at 0,
f (x)=Lx++(x), x=(x1 , x2 , x3),
such that L is diagonal and f leaves invariant the x and y axes, and the
(x, y) and ( y, z) planes.
Then, for any : arbitrarily close to but less than 1, there exists a
neighborhood U/R3 of the origin and a homeomorphism R: : U  R:(U )
such that R: # D: (see Definition 0 below) and
R: b f =L b R: .
We conclude the paper with the following conjecture:
Let f be a C3 diffeomorphism of Rn into itself with a hyperbolic fixed
point at 0,
f (x)=Lx+*(x),
such that all first-order partial derivatives of * at 0 are zero.
Then for any : arbitrarily close to but less than 1 there exists a
neighborhood U/Rn of the origin and a homeomorphism R: : U  R:(U )
such that R: # D: and
R: b f =L b R:
(i.e., our result holds even without the hypotheses on +).
This research was motivated by the study of degenerate homoclinic
crossings of stable and unstable manifolds; see [R].
2. LINEARIZATION THEOREM
In 1960, P. Hartman presented an example [H2] of a map (flow) with
resonance (see the map f in Theorem 1) that does not have a C1 lineariza-
tion. First, we are going to show that this map can be linearized in the
class D: (see the definition below) with : less than but arbitrarily close to
1. Using this fact, we will show how to obtain the same result for a more
general map with a hyperbolic fixed point (with no resonance assumption).
See Theorem 6.
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Definition 1. Let 8 be a homeomorphism from Rn to Rn, 8(0)=0.
We say that 8 # D:, (0<:<1), if there exists a positive constant A such
that
|8(x)&8( y)|
|x& y|:
A,
and
|8&1(x)&8&1( y)|
|x& y|:
A,
for all sufficiently small |x|{|y|, x, y different from 0.
The theorem presented below for Hartman’s map will be generalized in
the next section.
Theorem 1. Let f be the mapping of R3 into itself
x ax
f : \y+[ \ac( y+xz)+ ,z cz
where c<1<ac<a are constants.
Then for any : arbitrarily close to 1 (:<1) there exist a neighborhood
U # R3 and a homeomorphism R: : U  R:(U ) such that R: # D: and
R: b f =L } R: ,
where L is the linear part of f at 0,
a 0 0
L=_0 ac 0&0 0 c
Proof. In this proof we will use the notations
0
*(x, y, z)=\acxz+ ,0
R+=(x, y)-plane and R&=z-axis. Thus R3=R+R& .
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Introduce the pseudonorm
&g&=&g&$=sup { | g(q1)& g(q2)||x1z1&x2z2 |1&$ : x1z1{x2z2 , q1 , q2 # R3= ,
where qi=(x i , yi , zi), i=1, 2, and where g : R3  R3.
Let E$ be the following space:
E$=[g : R3  R3, g is continuous, g is uniformly bounded,
g(0)=0, and &g&$1].
It is easy to show that the pseudonorm introduced above is actually a
norm on the space
[g : R3  R3, g is continuous, g is uniformly bounded, g(0)=0,
and &g&$ is bounded].
For 0<=1 define
*=(q)=; \ |x } z|= + } *(q), q=(x, y, z),
where ; : R  [0, 1] is C, Lip(;) is bounded, and 0;(t)1 for all t,
;(t)=0 for |t|1 and ;(t)=1 for |t| 12 .
Now we can define
f=(q)=Lq+*=(q).
Existence of a homeomorphism R:=id+ g is equivalent (see Lemma 5)
to the existence of two fixed points g and g$ of the operators
P, P$ : E$ [ E$ ,
such that
{(Pg)+=L
&1
+ [ g+ b f=+*=+]
(Pg)&=L&g& b f &1=
and
{(P$g$)+=L
&1
+ [ g$+ b L&*=+ b (id+ g$)]
(P$g$)&=L&g$& b L&1.
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Here L+ , L& , g+ , g& , g$+ , g$& , *+ , *& are the projections on the corre-
sponding R+ and R& spaces; f \1= is defined by the equations
ax
f=(q)=\(ac) \y+#+ \ |xz|= + xz+ ,cz
a&1x
f &1= (q)=\(ac)&1 \ y+#& \ |xz|= + xz++ ,c&1z
where #+(t)=;(t), #&(t)=;(tac)
Lemma 4 will show that the map R: is a homeomorphism and it belongs
to D:, if g, g$ # E$ (here : is 1&$).
For simplicity, we will denote E$ by E.
To prove the existence of the fixed points g, g$, it suffices to prove that P
and P$ are contracting operators, from the metric space E into itself, and
E is complete with respect to the norm & &$ , defined above. (The proofs of
these lemmas will be presented in the next section.) Then, by the Fixed
Point Theorem, there exist fixed points g # E$ and g$ # E$ such that Pg= g
and Pg$= g$.
Now we can show that these g and g$ are the maps we sought.
g=Pg=L&1(g b f=+*=)
or
L(id+ g)= f= b (id+ g).
Similarly,
(id+ g) b L=(id+ g) b f= .
In the =2 neighborhood of the fixed point, f= f. By Lemma 4, id+ g and
id+ g$ are inverses of each other and of the class D:.
Therefore, locally f can be conjugated to its linear part in the class D:.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D.
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3. PROOFS OF LEMMAS
Lemma 1.
P :
E/E
g [ ((Pg)+ , (Pg)&)
P$ :
E/E
g$ [ ((P$g$)+ , (P$g$)&).
Proof. We first treat the P& component. It is easier.
|(Pg)&(q1)&(Pg)&(q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2| 1&$
&L&& }
|g& b f &1= (q1)& g& b f
&1
= (q2)|
|( f &1= (q1))1 ( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1 ( f
&1
= (q2))3|
1&$
} \ |( f
&1
= (q1))1 ( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1 ( f
&1
= (q2))3|
|x1z1&x2 z2| +
1&$
c } 1 } ((ac)&1)1&$=c$ } a$&1<1.
Now for the P+ component,
|(Pg)+ (q1)&(Pg)+ (q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2| 1&$
&L&1+ & }
|g+ b f=(q1)& g+ b f=(q2)|
|( f=(q1))1 ( f=(q1))3&( f=(q2))1 ( f=(q2))3| 1&$
} \ |( f=(q1))1 ( f=(q1))3&( f=(q2))1 ( f=(q2))3||x1 z1&x2 z2| +
1&$
+&L&1+ & }
|*=+(q1)&*=+(q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$
max {1a ,
1
ac= } 1 } (ac)1&$+(=$-small term)
\ 1ac+
$
+(=$-small term)<1.
By =$-small term we mean functions of the class o(=$), as =  0 (here $ is
a fixed positive number).
The proof that |*=+(q1)&*=+(q2)||x1 z1&x2z2|1&$ is =$-small involves
several special cases and is given below.
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1. Suppose that |x1z1|<= and |x2z2|<=. Then
|*=(q1)&*=(q2)|
|x1 z1&x2 z2| 1&$
=
}x1z1; \ |x1z1|= +&x2z2 ; \
|x2z2|
= +}
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$

|x1z1&x2z2| } ; \ |x1z1|= ++|x2z2| } }; \
|x1z1|
= +&; \
|x2 z2|
= + }
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$
|x1z1&x2z2|$ } 1+|x2 z2| }
Lip(;)
1
=
| |x1 z1|&|x2z2| |
|x1 z1&x2 z2| 1&$
|x1z1&x2z2|$+Lip(;) } |x1 z1&x2 z2|$}=$.
2. Suppose that |x1z1|<= and |x2z2|=.
(i) |x1z1&x2z2|=. Then
|*=(q1)&*=(q2)|
|x1 z1&x2z2|1&$
=
|x1z1| ; \ |x1z1|= +
|x1z1&x2 z2| 1&$

= } 1
=1&$
==$
(ii) |x1z1&x2z2|<=. Then
|*=(q1)&*=(q2)|
|x1z1&x2 z2|1&$
=
|x1z1| ; \ |x1 z1|= +
|x1 z1&x2z2|1&$
=
|x1z1| \; \ |x1z1|= +&; \
|x2z2|
= ++
|x1z1&x2z2| 1&$

|x1z1| } Lip(;)
| |x1z1|&|x2 z2| |
=
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$
Lip(;) }
|x1 z1| } |x1z1|&|x2z2|
= |x1z1&x2 z2|$
Lip(;) } |x1 z1&x2z2|$
Lip(;) } =$.
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Thus, we have proved, that
&Pg&$=sup { |(Pg)(q1)&(Pg)(q2)||x1z1&x2z2 |1&$ : x1z1{x2z2 , q1 , q2 # R3=<1
if &g&<1.
Obviously, Pg is continuous, uniformly bounded and Pg(0)=0.
Therefore Pg : E  E.
The similar proof for the operator P$ is the following:
|(P$g$)+ (q1)&(P$g$)+ (q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$
&L&1+ & }
|g$+(Lq1)& g$+(Lq2)|
|ax1 } cz1&ax2 } cz2|1&$
} \ |ax1 } cz1&ax2 } cz2||x1 z1&x2z2| +
1&$
+&L&1+ & }
|*=+(q1+ g(q1))&*=+(q2+ g(q2))|
|x1z1&x2z2| 1&$
max {1a ,
1
ac= } 1 } (ac)1&$+(=$-small term)
\ 1ac+
$
+(=$-small term)<1.
(The proof that |*=+(q1+ g(q1))&*=+(q2+ g(q2))||x1z1&x2z2|1&$ is
=$-small is very similar to the proof, that |*=+(q1)&*=+(q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$ is =$-small.)
Obviously,
|(P$g$)+(q1)&(P$g$)+(q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2|1&$
c } 1 } ((ac)&1)1&$=c$ } a$&1<1.
We have now completed the proof that P and P$ map E into itself. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Let P and P$ be the operators defined above. Then, P and P$
contract.
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Proof. &(Pg)&&(Ph)&&$ is the supremum of
|L& } (g&(q1)& g&(q2)&h&(q1)&h&(q2))|
|x1 z1&x2z2| 1&$
&L&& }
|g& b f &1= (q1)& g& b f
&1
= (q2)&h& b f
&1
= (q1)&h& b f
&1
= (q2)|
|( f &1= (q1))1( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1( f
&1
= (q2))3|
1&$ }
} \ |( f
&1
= (q1))1 ( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1 ( f
&1
= (q2))3|
|x1 z1&x2 z2| +
1&$
&L&& } \ |( f
&1
= (q1))1 ( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1 ( f
&1
= (q2))3|
|x1 z1&x2z2| +
1&$
} &g&h&$
as q1 and q2 vary in R3, x1 z1{x2z2 .
Let :+ be the supremum of
&L&& } \ |( f
&1
= (q1))1 ( f
&1
= (q1))3&( f
&1
= (q2))1 ( f
&1
= (q2))3|
|x1 z1&x2z2| +
1&$
as q1 and q2 vary in R3, x1 z1{x2z2 . Then
:+c \ 1ac+
1&$
<1.
This gives the estimate
&(Pg)&&(Ph)&&$:+ &g&h&$ .
Similarly one can show that
&(Pg)+&(Ph)+&$:& &g&h&$ ,
with
:&
1
ac
(ac)1&$=\ 1ac+
$
<1,
for any fixed $>0.
Let
:=max \c \ 1ac+
1&$
, \ 1ac+
$
+ .
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Then
&Pg&Ph&$:&g&h&$ ,
with :<1.
Therefore P contracts.
The proof for the operator P$ is similar to the one above. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. E is complete with respect to & }&$ .
Proof. Take a sequence [gn]/E, n=1, 2, ..., which is Cauchy with
respect to & }&$ .
Let C0 be the set of uniformly bounded continuous functions.
Then
&gn& gm&C0
= sup
q1 # R
3
| gn(q1)& gm(q1)|
 sup
q1 # R
3
| gn(q1)& gm(q1)|
|x1 z1|1&$
= sup
q1 # R
3
| gn(q1)& gm(q1)& gn(0)+ gm(0)|
|x1z1&0 } 0| 1&$
 sup
q1, q2 # R
3
| gn(q1)& gm(q1)& gn(q2)+ gm(q2)|
|x1z1&x2z2| 1&$
<=,
for all x1 z1{x2z2 .
Therefore [gn] is Cauchy in C0 with respect to the supremum norm and
converges in C0 to a limit g.
Fix an arbitrarily small =>0. Then there exists N such that for all
n, m>N
sup
q1 , q2 # R
3
x1z1{x2z2
| gn(q1)& gm(q1)& gn(q2)+ gm(q2)|
|x1z1&x2 z2|1&$
<=.
Taking the limit as m approaches , we will obtain
|gn(q1)& g(q1)& gn(q2)+ g(q2)|
|x1z1&x2 z2|1&$
=
for all q1 , q2 # R3, x1 z1{x2 z2 .
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This implies that &gn& g&$=.
One can prove directly (without using the property of the norm) that
&g&$&gn& g&$+&gn&$ .
Then &g&$=+1 for arbitrarily small =.
Thus, &g&$1.
Clearly, g is continuous and bounded and g(0)=0. Therefore E is
complete with respect to & }&$ . Q.E.D.
Thus, we have contracting operators P and P$ that act on the complete
space E$ and map this space into itself. (See Lemma 2, Lemma 3, and
Lemma 4). By the Fixed Point Theorem there exist fixed points g # E$ and
g$ # E$ such that Pg= g and Pg$= g$.
We now propose that id+ g and id+ g$ are the locally conjugating
homeomorphisms we sought.
Lemma 4. Assume
(id+ g) b f= L } (id+ g), g # E$
and
(id+ g$) b L= f= b (id+ g$), g$ # E$
Then the R:=id+ g (1&$=:) is a homeomorphism, R: # D:, and
R&1: =id+ g$.
Proof. For simplicity we will denote R: by R.
Then R=id+ g, g is in E$ .
Let h$=id+ g$, g$ is in E$ .
First we need to show that R&1=id+ g$=h$.
To show this, first we will prove that h b h$=id.
We will show that L b (h b h$)=(h b h$) b L:
L b (h b h$)=h b f b f &1 b h$ b L=(h b h$) b L.
By uniqueness of the globally conjugating map, h b h$=id. Similarly,
h$ b h=id.
This implies that R&1=id+ g$=h$.
To demonstrate that R: # D: we will prove that | g(q1)& g(q2)|
|q1&q2|1&$ and | g$(q1)& g$(q2)||q1&q2| 1&$ are bounded above for
sufficiently small |q1|{|q2|.
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Suppose that |q1|1, |q1|1. Then
|x1z1&x2z2||x1| } |z1&z2|+|z2| } |x1&x2|2 |q1&q2|
and
| g(q1)& g(q2)|
|q1&q2|1&$
(2)1&$ }
| g(q1)& g(q2)|
|x1 z1&x2z2|1&$
(2)1&$.
Similarly one can show the same property for g$. Therefore R: # D:. Q.E.D.
4. DISCUSSION OF FURTHER RESULTS
Let f be the mapping of R3 into itself
x (a+:(x, y, z)) x
f : \y+[ \(ac+;(x, y, z))( y+xz)+z (c+#(x, y, z)) z)
where :(x, y, z)=o(1), as |x|  0, ;(x, y, z)=o(1), as |y+xz|  0,
#(x, y, z)=o(1) as |z|  0 (c<1<ac<a are constants).
Since 1(constant+o(1))=1constant+o(1), we have the following
expression for the inverse map,
\1a+:1(x, y, z)+ x
f : \
x
y
z+[\\ 1ac+;1(x, y, z)+ ( y&xz)+\1c+#1(x, y, z)+ z
where :1(x, y, z)=o(1), as |x|  0, ;1(x, y, z)=o(1), as |y+xz|  0,
#1(x, y, z)=o(1) as |z|  0.
Introduce the notations f =L+++ and f &1=L&1++&, where L and
L&1 represent the linear parts of f and f &1 respectively.
Then
(o(1) x
+(x, y, z)=\ac(xz+o(1))( y+xz)+o(1) z
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and
(o(1) x
+&1(x, y, z)=\ac(xz+o(1))( y&xz)+.o(1) z
It is clear that all estimates from Lemmas 14 remains true for this more
general function. Thus we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Let f be a C3 diffeomorphism of R3 into itself with a
hyperbolic fixed point at 0,
f (x)=Lx++(x), x=(x1 , x2 , x3),
such that L is diagonal and f leaves invariant x and y axis, and (x, y) and
( y, z) planes.
Then, for any : arbitrarily close to but less than 1, there exist a
neighborhood U/R3 of the origin and a homeomorphism R: : U  R:(U )
such that R: # D: (see Definition 1 below) and
R: b f =L b R: .
Conjecture 1. Let f be a C3 diffeomorphism of Rn into itself with a
hyperbolic fixed point at 0,
f =Lx+*(x),
such that all first order partial derivatives of * at 0 are zero.
Then for any : arbitrarily close to but less than 1 there exist a
neighborhood U/Rn of the origin and a homeomorphism R: : U  R:(U )
such that R: # D: and
R: b f =L b R: .
I believe that this conjecture can be proved. Moreover, this result is
closely related to the theorem stated in the paper by van Strien (see [v-S]).
He was trying to prove the following:
Let f : Rn  Rn be a C2 diffeomorphism with a hyperbolic fixed point
at 0. Let L=Df (0). Then there exist a neighborhood U of 0 and a
homeomorphism h : U  h(U ) such that
h b f =L b h on U;
and h, h&1 are differentiable at 0 (i.e., (Dh)0 and (Dh&1)0 exist).
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There are some errors in his proof of this theorem. The norm | } | i defined
on p. 73 (see [v-S]) by the expression |x| i=|xi |+|x| 32, does not
satisfy some necessary estimates. (I.e., the key Lemma 4.1 is wrong. An
easy counter-example is the linear map,it can only be shown that
|Lx| i |x| i max[&Li&, &L&32]+}.) Thus, the main theorem of S. van
Strien remains an open question. Nevertheless, some ideas of his proof and
some correct and interesting lemmas could be employed in the subject of
the linearization.
The technique of our proof is similar to that of van Strien’s. (No
unproven statements from his article were used in this paper.)
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